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About This Game

Floor Kids is a one-of-a-kind breakdancing game featuring a unique trick-style rhythm gameplay. Innovative controls allow you
the freedom to play the way you like with a dynamic scoring system that rewards your moves based on musicality, originality,
and style. Build up your crew of bboys and bgirls, unlock new venues as you traverse the city, busting hundreds of different

moves and countless combinations on your journey from the corner to the club.

Featuring:

8 unique characters each with 16 moves and over 100 transitions between them
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8 different locations and over 40 different tracks

Stylized hand-drawn animations by award-winning animator JonJon

Original music and sound design by world-renowned scratch DJ/producer Kid Koala

A single-player story mode as well as two-player breakdance battles

Innovative freestyle controls that allows for improvisation and creativity

A scoring system that rewards musicality, originality, feel, and style
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I thought I might give this game a review to help it along. The only reason I knew about it is because I have actually gone
through every single title in my Steam queue. That's right. All 20,702 at the time of this writing. I feel like this title could use a
little more attention.

I absolutely love coin-operated machines of all kinds, and I even have a bulk candy vending machine in my office for the use of
students and visitors that come by. The opportunity of playing a game that simulated some of these games sounded appealing to
me, so I put this on my wishlist. I was delighted when it game out for less than two bucks for early access. Two bucks! I grabbed
it up and have enjoyed it so far. For a game of its price point, it does quite well. You won't find a whole lot of bells and whistles
here, but what you will find is a game that re-creates many of the ticket redemption games found in arcades very faithfully.

At this point in time, there are 5 games, one of which is in testing. There's an electronic stacker game, a ball drop game, one of
those where you push a robotic arm through a slot to claim a prize, a coin pusher, and a foosball table. They all run quite
smoothly, although they are significantly easier than their real-life counterparts. This is NOT a bad thing, as the real-life
counterparts are designed to eat your money, whereas this has no such goal in mind.

Moving forward, the developer intends to add at least three more machines, judging by the blank spaces on the menu, but I hope
there will be more as time goes on. Each machine is unlocked by reaching a certain level of performance (unlocking stars) on
previous machines. This helps to guide you through playing each of the machines, so you wind up getting to experience some
that you may not have picked as your first choide. It also provides you with a reason to play each machine, in the hopes of
unlocking others. The progression is currently linear, though, which means that it may take a while to get to machines you really
want to play when more are added. They might benefit from changing it to allow players to pick what machines they want to
unlock with their earned stars. The stars are not terribly hard to earn, and the game itself is not particularly deep at the moment,
but the quality of simulation makes the $2 or less pricetag very worthwhile. I would definitely recommend this for some simple
fun, especially considering how you can easily spend more than this at an arcade just playing some of these 2-3 times.. greatest
game about making babbies ever
. It's quirky gameplay and retro styling may not be for everyone, but if you're looking for a different kind of game this is it.. I
recommend this game because I enjoyed it very much myself, did an entire playthrough on my YouTube Channel of the game.
Strongly recommend a steam controller for the game because with a keyboard and mouse the controls are a bit hard to steer the
character. Just the ending alone captivated me for wanting more. If your looking into this game and wondering if it's family
friendly the answer is yes. The devoloper did an awesome job with the graphics and kept it story rich for people of all ages to
enjoy. So what are you waiting for? Download it today!. 10/10 This game is literally my real life, in Visual Novel form.. Fun
strange and a great throwback to retro overall a very great game but too damn hard for me i would kill for infinite health or
andthing to get past level 4 on the lowermines highly recommended though especally if you want a challenge and/or like retro
style games great soundtrack by the way. workshop W H E N. Couldn't play the game, after the first cutscene it loads and
crashes at diferent stages, the most i could get was a black screen and then it freezes. The game was $0.50 cents when I bought,
a week before it came to steam. It came with the Steam version for free as well though. The games rather fun and pretty good
for an indie game, but I'd never pay $10-15 for it.
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No matter what I tried - I can't get neither Steam controller nor DualShock4 work for me (I have two of both, 4 in total to try).
The only thing that is working in a match is the central button to show the overlay, that's it.
I don't have controller in game menus too, have to navigate with my mouse.
So much for local couch mutliplayer!

If this is not resolved in several days - I will have to go for a refund, even though I am on a local coop games shopping frenzy
and was really excited about this game (I also like how the tanks move and the sounds of guns - tried controlling with a keyboard
and it works fine). Fun little game where you control a panda through obstacles but is super short with only 20 levels. I finished
the whole game in 7 minutes. Would like to see more levels added otherwise it is not worth what I paid.. If you like the
gameplay of super mario 64 then you will fit right in this game.. Love the mazing and random maps, you always have to be
ready to adapt, tons of ways to demonstrate skill and outplay your opponent. Great value for the price.. Fun puzzles, good looks..
This game may be a bit boring at times but its fun to play on days when theres nothing to do and its cheep i recomened it its
$3.00. I really liked all those puzzles. They're pretty cute. Easy achievements too ^^. All you do is jump, shoot and die a lot and
find where you're going wrong to approach it better next time. It's also a free game on mobile, at least on Android. Wouldn't
recommend it overall
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